ABSTRACT

The advertised and perceived capabilities of generative AI products like ChatGPT have recently stimulated considerable investments and discourse surrounding their potential to aid and replace work. The prominence of these systems, and their promise to be general-purpose, has resulted in an avalanche of tests to discover and certify their capabilities. This new testing regime is concerned with creating ever-more tasks for generative AI products instead of testing a model for one specialized task. Beyond efforts to understand products’ capabilities, the construction of tasks and corresponding tests are also performative enactments meant to convince others and thus to gain attention, scientific legitimacy, and investment. The current market concentration of a few big AI companies points to a concerning conflict of interest: those with a vested interest in the success of the technology also have control over globalized testing infrastructures and thereby the exclusive means to create extensive knowledge claims about these systems. In this paper, I theorize capabilities as contested constructions and situated accomplishments shaped by power imbalances. I further unpack the globalized testing infrastructures involved in the construction and stabilization of generative AI products’ capabilities. Furthermore, I discuss how the testing of these AI models and products is externalized, extracting value from the unpaid or under-paid labor of researcher and developer communities, content creators, subcontractors, and users. Lastly, I discuss a reflexive and critical approach to testing that challenges depoliticization and seeks to produce lasting critiques that serve more emancipatory goals.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Testing is integral to machine learning (ML) as it promises to produce more understanding of the capabilities and limitations of complex models. It also provides guidance to identify possibilities for improvement and justification for investment and deployment. Traditionally, models were developed and tested for a specialized task, often characterized by a problem description and corresponding datasets. In contrast, recent generative AI products, like ChatGPT, are based on large models, claimed to be general-purpose [116] with evermore “emergent” capabilities as they increase in size. This promise has motivated a new machine learning testing regime concerned with identifying and defining tasks for which generative AI products could be employed. An avalanche of tests and claims around model capabilities has thus ensued, circulating in various media and shaping expectations of AI technology, sometimes in problematic ways.

These large models are complex and opaque as their creation involves extracting and relating patterns from immense amounts of varied data such as text, image, and video. Indeed, as they can also be understood as a compressed and optimized representation of all kinds of content publicly accessible on the internet, they have been described as “blurry [images] of the web” [30]. This scale and the strive to be general-purpose has created a need for direction as it is impossible to manually inspect all data or to test for all situated uses and eventualities. Thus, researcher and developer communities have created great amounts of tests and corresponding tasks to almost approximate a universal benchmark and be able to measure some notion of general progress. Some big meta-benchmarks now encompass hundreds of tasks to cover a great variety of capabilities [51], simultaneously enabling practitioners to report performance via one or several numbers quickly. This kind of large-scale testing promises insight into models’ capabilities and possibilities for improvement. Besides efforts at understanding, tests are also performative enactments [58], intended to convince others of the capabilities of large models. For example, tech companies, like Google [110] and OpenAI [106], report performance metrics on academic benchmarks and other tests to advertise their new models. As scholarship in the sociology of expectations has established, performances of capabilities often feature in the promotion of new technologies to gain attention and investments, and attract legitimacy across areas of expertise [18]. However, expectations
also co-create new realities. It is thus important to investigate how they are constructed, circulated, and what sustains them.

In this paper, I unpack the construction of so-called “capabilities” of generative AI, and discuss efforts to stabilize extractive globalized testing infrastructures that enable them. I understand capabilities not as static, decontextualized, and simply quantifiable phenomena but as both contested constructions and situated accomplishments of human and non-human actors [138]. When I discuss generative AI capabilities, therefore, I am referring to constructions that arise from different testing performances, demonstrations and experiences. The question of what capabilities can be ascribed to generative AI products is contested, as I will highlight. Nevertheless, powerful actors try to make these capabilities real — as their existence, or a wider belief in their existence, serves these actors’ interests and stimulates investment. Given the significance of testing in this process, and the vast amounts of money and expectation now heaped upon generative AI, a more nuanced, critical, research-based understanding of capabilities is sorely needed. In what follows, I unpack the testing infrastructures involved in capabilities’ invention and construction, and examine how actors use influence and power to make them “real.” In the final section, I reflect upon the testing of generative AI and ML more broadly, and consider how practices of reflexive and critical testing could point these technologies toward more emancipatory goals.

My analysis is guided by sensibilities from situational analysis [33], infrastructure studies, and the field of science and technology studies (STS) more broadly, to unpack discourses on capabilities and contemporary testing infrastructures. I analyze public materials, like news articles and social media interactions, and also engage with literature on human-computer interaction (HCI) and evaluation in ML. My examination is partial and situated, bounded by what information was made public, or reported at the moment of writing. I am aware that the term “AI” is an overstatement, often deployed for marketing purposes [39], but I still use it due to its wide adoption. I also use the terms “generative AI product” to emphasize that these “AI’s” are commercial products and “algorithmic system” [59] to refer to socio-technical systems that involve algorithms and models. In dialog with current debates on the politics of testing in machine learning and generative AI, the main contributions of this paper include: (1) Providing an infrastructure studies lens on capabilities in generative AI products, conceptualizing them as contested constructions and situated accomplishments, foregrounding the importance of discourse, and relationality in their stabilization; (2) Unpacking contemporary global testing infrastructures for generative AI products, revealing underlying extractive practices; (3) Presenting approaches and interventions, informed by STS literature, that support critical and reflexive testing.

2 UNPACKING THE CONSTRUCTION OF CAPABILITIES

In the current strive for market dominance, generative AI companies and developers advertise their products and models using grandiose claims about their capabilities. For example, Google introduced Gemini Ultra as their “largest and most capable AI model” [110] in December 2023. The company emphasized this point by presenting benchmark performance metrics on different broad “capabilities” such as “general,” “reasoning,” “math,” “video,” and “code.” The capability “general” referred to the Massive Multitask Language Understanding (MMLU) benchmark [66] which consists of multiple-choice questions from 57 subject areas. The “image” capability was represented by seven benchmarks, ranging from reasoning to document understanding. Google claimed the performance of its model “exceeds current state-of-the-art results on 30 of the 32 widely-used academic benchmarks” [110].

It is a common practice in industry and the ML community to frame capabilities of models as quantifiable phenomena, which can be determined based on static, decontextualized testing data. For example, Gemini Ultra’s performance in the “general” category was reported through a single number (90%) meant to illustrate its superiority compared to ChatGPT (86.4%) [110]. Longstanding scholarship in the sociology of testing illustrated how testing of technologies always embodies partial and situated perspectives [63, 112], and cannot account for all eventualities. Recent scholarship in ML [24, 41, 116] and critical studies of algorithms and AI [17, 32, 58], is pushing back against an overreliance on a few metrics and pointing out current harms of this practice. Google’s presentation of capabilities offers a flawed impression of certainty. This is concerning as such descriptions carry an aura of scientific authority as they are based on academic benchmarks [115], which may result in misplaced trust in the applicability and reliability of the technology and produces hype based on grand promises. The circulation of numbers, demonstrations, and descriptions is also an act to shape how individuals and the broader public understand capabilities. In this section, I will discuss two alternative ways to understand and theorize capabilities with more nuance in this current environment of massive investment and contested claims around generative AI.

2.1 Capabilities as Contested Constructions

Companies, and other actors with a vested interest in the success of generative AI products, typically present new models and technologies in ways that try to convince others of the models’ utility, shaping product expectations [18, 58]. For example, similar to Google, OpenAI presented in public announcements the capabilities of its GPT-4 model by highlighting academic metrics [106], including MMLU, that promise to provide insights into the performance of its otherwise opaque system mostly inscrutable to outsiders. The public circulation of such figures while maintaining the appearance of a scientific claim, is often more about enticement. Thus, capabilities should be also understood as constructions shaped by established power imbalances and infrastructures. In the examples, Google and OpenAI use the performativity of tests to advance a particular construction—one that presents its new model in a favorable light, influencing wider discourse. Such efforts matter to companies; they are acts of power, and, when successful, attract attention and investment. Correspondingly, uncontested performances of failure can be costly. For example, an error made during a product showcase by Google Bard decreased Google’s company valuation by approximately 100 billion dollars in a single day [104, 139].

The presentation of seemingly high performance metrics are based on curated tests that represent a situated, partial perspective
of a given capability [58]. The "ground truth" these tests depend upon is based on assumptions about defined tasks and constructs to be measured [72], and the labor of data workers [56]. These workers are instructed to mitigate ambiguity and uncertainty based on guidelines meant to produce consistency [94], which is required to achieve numbers indicating high performance [58]. Inherent uncertainty is often resolved by either ignoring contentious labeling choices or defining majority opinions as truth, making other possibilities invisible while products are presented as highly accurate [19, 58]. These large meta-benchmarks and datasets usually contain various errors (e.g., MMLU [46]), and reproduce often sexist and racist stereotypes (e.g., ImageNet [15]). Since these problematic ideas are considered true in the tests, they also certify their embedding in AI products [58]. Depending on test implementation, which includes choosing metrics, metric aggregation methods, prompting techniques, and tasks for meta-benchmarks, calculated performance numbers can vary widely, producing differing impressions of performance [35, 58]. Since large models are based on so much data, testing them faces the challenge of memorization. It may inflate their perceived performance as they seem to excel in certain instance while failing in others where no accepted solutions were part of their training data. Various additional issues with current testing practices have also been examined in prior scholarship [19, 41, 51, 58, 84, 116].

Currently, many computer scientists and technology companies have a vested interest in the success of generative AI. When they construct, choose, and present, often inscrutable or unverifiable tests, they are often embroiled in a conflict of interest. For example, various scientists at Microsoft Research released a preprint paper claiming that ChatGPT was an "early (yet still incomplete) version of an artificial general intelligence" [23]. Various scholars have criticized Microsoft’s paper, noting the lack of available data for independent verification of its claims, and the simplistic and problematic notions of intelligence that it pushes [92, 100]. Without a wider ability to directly disprove the paper, mystical claims of intelligence capabilities become simply a matter of trust—whether to place one’s trust in the authors or their critics.

This example also highlights how public constructions of generative AI capabilities are contested. As these models claim to be general purpose, and possess complex and ill-defined capabilities, this is to be expected. The goals of actors are often not concerned merely with deepening understanding of AI technologies, but rather with exerting power and redefining the meaning of powerful ideas like intelligence and humanity in ways that benefit big technology companies. The stated goals of many of this products is to achieve Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), which OpenAI defines as "highly autonomous systems that outperform humans at most economically valuable work" [105]. This definition highlights a drive toward replacing human work. Tests are seen as one way to certify progress toward this goal as companies illustrate, by comparing the performance of generative AI products to humans via standardized exams [14, 106, 137], and these efforts also reveal how AI tools could aid or replace humans in the workplace. Such territorial claims on concepts are often realized through mapping and redefining certain bodily experiences, ideas, and human practices as operational tasks.

The belief in the emergence of new capabilities until generality is reached is based, in part, on the old promise of big data [136] — that size, complexity, and variety can bestow large statistical models with an almost enchanted level of knowledge and capabilities [26]. A second, and likely more interesting, foundational promise is that these models provide different modalities and operators to recombine and remix what they encountered in training, allowing them to produce outputs not present in the training data. This way of interacting with models makes it possible, for example, to generate images or texts in a certain style or, put differently, to combine and generate based on identifiable and nameable patterns.

I interpret this search for capabilities as a new machine learning testing regime, concerned with identifying and defining tasks for which generative AI products could be used. This includes tasks like completing human exams or playing chess and similar games. In contrast, the previous regime, which also still persists, was more concerned with building and testing models for singular tasks. This new regime is based on the belief in emergent capabilities - the unexpected availability of capabilities as models get larger without being specifically trained for them. Recent work [122] has deconstructed this idea, by investigating several papers that propagate this claim. These scholars have highlighted how metric choice and test data resolution made it appear as though capabilities emerged suddenly and unpredictably on very large models. This work thus also highlights how emergence is a matter of perspective and expectation, as different test constructions, notions of suddenness, and notions of unpredictability, may result in different interpretations. The structures that incentivize the search for new capabilities remains intact. It is thus likely that new capabilities will continue to be discovered, while other researchers will continue to demonstrate how these tests and associated notions could be constructed differently—dismissing the conclusion that new results are particularly surprising or grand.

Beyond standardized tests, tech demos can also be involved in the public construction of capabilities. For example, when Google published videos on YouTube to demonstrate the capabilities of its new Gemini model, the company was criticized for providing a misleading impression of the model’s response speed [93]. Social media plays a role, too, as influencers post test results and discuss their positive or negative experiences with the technology. The initial high adoption of ChatGPT can likely be attributed to the technology going viral online, further highlighting the importance of social media for the introduction of new technologies. Google, therefore, introduced Gemini with a video [54] featuring famous YouTuber Mark Rober. It was meant to illustrate how general and useful the tool can be, even aiding Rober in video creation. This demonstration was not particularly successful, with commentators observing that Rober had to guide the tool, and how some of the tool’s suggestions were fairly mediocre. Of course, the broader traditional media landscape is involved in the construction of capabilities, as journalists report on new tools and write about their own experiences using them [28, 77]. While some journalists also seek to curb hype, concerning, increasingly media depended on big tech infrastructures and funding, and struggle to operate in a highly competitive environment [126]. Consultancy firms and the reports they release also play a major role fueling hype on capabilities [86].
2.2 Capabilities as Situated Accomplishments

Beyond theorizing capabilities as constructions, they should also be understood as situated accomplishments of different human and non-human actors [138]. This lens decenters the model or technology, and instead highlights how capabilities are relational, and emerge in particular contexts of use. To accomplish an action, capabilities require interactions between human and non-human actors – technology use requires ingenuity and creativity from users, who are part of a situated network. In the case of generative AI products – a new technology where users have very little prior experience to draw upon—users must undertake a lot of creative work to make the technology useful to them in a given situation.

This theoretical lens thus focuses on the network that makes an accomplishment possible. The network may include prompt influencers on social media who make a user aware of how to elicit a desired response. For example, prompt influencers have highlighted how informing a chatbot that it would receive a “tip” can lead to better responses [135]. In another case, one ChatGPT user was able to correctly identify an illness that doctors were unable to diagnose [47]. Such demonstrations also socially construct imagined affordances [40, 98, 99] of generative AI products, which enable certain uses. Imagined affordances emerge as an interaction of user expectations, the materiality of technologies, and the intentions of designers. The concept helps us appreciate how public demonstrations enable users to see the technology differently, and to change their expectations, as they recognize how it might be used in new ways. This is especially important for a new technology, such as generative AI, where people’s imagined affordances are unstable. Indeed, this can be understood as a form of articulation work [69, 131], that makes systems ‘work’ for users. However, this also poses a danger because certain accomplishments may not translate. For example, ChatGPT may provide completely bogus health advice when confronted with a different prompt and symptoms. Such unexpected errors are often called hallucinations, and many potential users may not yet be fully aware of machine learning systems’ brittleness. As imagined affordances stabilize, both good and bad surprises regarding AI responses are likely to become less prevalent, and prompt influencers thus less relevant. Prompt influencers could also become obsolete as interfaces are refined and adjusted, and generative AI products become personalized — prompts may increasingly yield different results depending on the particular user.

This network perspective on capabilities also seeks to foreground infrastructures, materiality, and the largely invisible actors who enable generative AI products. These products should be understood as social technologies, because they are trained via internet content produced by people, and tuned and refined based on people’s preferences. Users can only make sense of these tools’ responses because tools are built upon extracted, chatbot-optimized, patterns of recognizable sociability. This also means certain social cues can have non-intuitive consequences, as the tipping example above illustrates. In the next section, I unpack the stabilization of testing infrastructures that enables capabilities’ discursive and material construction.

3 STABILIZING EXTRACTIVE TESTING INFRASTRUCTURES

Recent, high-profile advances in generative AI technologies are typically attributed to big technology companies ability to use extensive data and computing power to produce large models. These companies monopolize the possibility of creating these models as only they have the required funds and infrastructure [89, 142]. Some companies and research organizations open-source large models. This allows other actors to fine-tune them using new, context-specific data, resulting often in increased performance on specialized tasks and to extend them with new interfaces to different technologies, including other models [142]. In this section, I unpack how AI model and product testing is externalized, often extracting value from low-paid or unpaid labor supplied by researcher and developer communities, content creators, subcontractors, and users. These actors form part of key globalized testing infrastructures, which stabilize the enactment of ever-improving generative AI products. Testing goes beyond aiding understanding, or advertising the performance of models and systems on certain tasks; testing provides valuable guidance and can aid model improvement. For example, new benchmark data can be used to train, fine-tune, and adapt models and newly-crafted prompting techniques, too, can be used to improve performance.

3.1 Researcher and Developer Communities

Metric-oriented standardized testing, based on corresponding benchmark datasets, has been foundational to ML because it promises to quantify progress in the field and industry [42]. Dedicated platforms exist that enable ML practitioners to release and test models against different benchmarks, with “leaderboards” used to rank and compare them [10, 88]. Some platforms are run by researchers and open-source developers, while others are run by large companies, like HuggingFace. Researchers and other ML practitioners often develop new tasks and benchmarks, resulting in additional leaderboard websites that chart progress over time. These leaderboard and testing platforms benefit from the participation of researchers, companies, and developers, who contribute new or finely-tuned models in order to beat benchmarks and set high scores. This can be considered a form of gamification — whereby participants are individualized and an aura of play obscures how companies extract value from their largely unpaid labor [25, 127]. The practice in ML of relying on few metrics to quantify progress also potentially inflates bubbles fed with expectations that may burst and result in another so-called “AI winter.” Such boom-and-bust circles have characterized the AI field for decades [62], and ML practitioners are aware of these issues. Nevertheless, due to various incentives, the practice persists. With funding and recognition regimes deeply tied to industry, academic actors’ agency is circumscribed [29], as researchers balance demands for impartiality and public interest in science on the one hand, and the need to maintain good long-term relations with big tech companies on the other — companies whose influence is sometimes akin to powerful governments [8, 144].

Researchers may develop benchmarks in order to publish papers, further their careers, and attract funding, with the amount of funding increasing as testing becomes a bigger concern for companies.
The data work necessary to create benchmarks was historically neglected by academics, as this was perceived to be less prestigious than building and refining models [120]. Recently, however, creating benchmarks has become a more valued task. Big tech companies have created incentives that make the testing of their systems appealing to researchers. First, they framed their systems as general purpose, which invited researchers to investigate this claim and create tests for all kinds of tasks. Second, by making their models only accessible to a few select external researchers and developers, testing became one of the few ways that the top-performing models could be engaged with by third parties. Government agencies, like National Institute of Standards and Technology [143], are also increasingly involved in building benchmarks, also to increase trust in the current landscape. It is likely that more big initiative involving different actors will be created as trust in current leaderboards and benchmarks may decline over time as performance claims of products stagnate after constant rise and big testing datasets and new standards may be seen as one way forward.

Beyond benchmark data and testing methods, ML practitioners are also concerned with identifying security issues through “red teaming” and new prompting techniques, as these also influence the quality of results. The recognition of the importance of prompts has even resulted in the creation of a new role: the prompt engineer [43]. ML practitioners are incentivized to contribute by making sense of prompting for products and what it enables and identifying valuable prompts that can be resold or published. Companies and researchers also conduct studies with users and potential customers to investigate how far generative AI can support user practices. As user experiences become more central, with greater recognition paid to the limitations of quantified benchmarks, these tests will likely only increase in importance. Some platforms already facilitate leaderboards based on community assessment of responses of different models [70]. Many startups also take on the risk of testing different monetization models for generative AI applications, and successful startups are typically acquired by big technology companies at a certain stage. Various startups also develop their own models, but recent acquisitions [82] highlight how, upon company purchase, their benchmark data, models, and experience are all internalized by big technology companies.

The promise of AGI also ideologically entices various ML practitioners to contribute to the project of testing generative AI. This encompasses controversial AI safety initiatives that fund and push testing to identify risks deemed existential for humanity [75]. For example, they conduct workshops and studies in order to assess, via expert forecasts, when certain levels of accuracy will likely be reached on prominent benchmarks [2]. When sufficient accuracy is achieved before the predicted time, these studies function as evidence of the urgency regarding the emergence of dangerous AI capabilities. These notions of risk have been critiqued for diverting attention toward unlikely risks that shield big tech companies from critique on more pressing current issues and harms of their products [2]. As a result, such efforts to capture attention and regulatory oversight may further tilt testing infrastructures — and the (unpaid) labor that sustains them — in directions that benefit big tech companies at the expense of marginalized people.

### 3.2 Subcontractors

Some of the most important testers in this globalized testing infrastructure are also some of the most invisible [56] to many generative AI customers: underpaid gig workers and subcontractors. They are usually part of complex data supply chains [36] that often obfuscate outsourcing from companies in the Global North to a precarious workforce in Global South contexts (also within the Global North), providing no or little means for worker recourse [94]. Their labor develops the baseline for acceptable results from generative AI, which is then used to fine-tune or align models via methods such as reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF). One of these actors’ goals is to identify results that could cause controversy and reputational damage. This includes “red teaming” work to identify toxic, violent, blatantly incorrect, and other egregious responses. These actors can be thought of as content moderators for generative AI products, who aim to identify responses that could become controversial [53]. At OpenAI, this internal safety testing and alignment work was seemingly conducted to such a degree that OpenAI managed to avoid, or be less affected by, the sort of controversies that have tanked previous chat programs. For example, Meta’s Galactica model was taken offline after three days due to its problematic responses [65], and Microsoft’s TayBot learned from interactions in ways which made it blatantly racist [71]. ChatGPT is also plagued by these issues, but seemingly in more subtle ways that did not hamper its early adoption.

The use of these generative AI technologies is also an experience that includes a performance of “artificial” intelligence. Human testing thus not only involves rational concerns, like correctness and accuracy (as may be claimed in tech demos), but also focuses on user experiences — which are intended to leave people in awe. The initial hype around ChatGPT, in part, can likely be attributed to the intentional decision to tune the model toward anthropomorphizing itself, thereby performing human intelligence [34]. Given this, subcontractors also undertake the affective labor of adjusting products’ tone to make the tools feel helpful and like an “AI.” Subcontractors receive guidance on how to rate AI responses according to defined preferences meant to capture broad public opinion, such as helpfulness. Subcontractors receive guidelines on how to rate responses according to defined preferences meant to capture broad public opinion. OpenAI employees create these guidelines and also consider external input from experts and the public [105]. Thus, the work of subcontractors is about optimizing these tools in ways to appeal expectations of customer majorities, and to avoid responses that can create controversies. Such policies have been successful for tech companies, for example, some claim to be neutral platforms [52] and others use simple fixes instead of really addressing underlying social issues to curb controversy [55]. OpenAI released example instructions for reviewers such as refusing requests for inappropriate content and “avoid taking a position on controversial topics” [105], but, when explicitly asked, also create arguments for a controversial position. Thus, the goal is seemingly to model the default behaviour after perceived dominant discourses. This, in practice, often means adhering to a hegemonic white individualist male standard recognized as “normal” by many customers [11, 102].
The product is also fine-tuned to create desired responses for different non-dominant positions, as noted above, when explicitly prompted.

3.3 Users of Generative AI Products & Content Creators

Generative AI companies make their products available to wider audiences by providing specifically crafted chat interfaces. There are different models for managing access: for example, OpenAI’s ChatGPT offers premium features and models to paying customers, while also providing freely accessible alternatives. The company was critiqued during its initial release for being irresponsible, for not having enough safeguards, and for the immaturity of the technology [118]. However, the company followed the old Silicon Valley motto “move fast and break things,” and focused on speed [103], which meant that a lot of testing the viability and safety of the technology was externalized to the market [109]. This configuration benefits these companies by providing ample real-world testers, whose interactions and feedback can be integrated into the models through fine-tuning via human preferences. This allows companies like OpenAI to scale the refinement of their products and business models using the unpaid labor of users, an old practice of internet companies [134]. Users produce interactions, which are then turned into data to potentially enable companies to identify patterns and common prompts. These could enable companies to optimize their products based on actual majority preferences of their users and to align themselves with their perspective. This may become an issue for minority communities, as the failures and harms they experience are often not as visible in the test data. However, this approach greatly benefits companies with large user bases, as such data may cement their strong market position. Thus, various companies in an effort to catch up with OpenAI have begun to integrate generative AI interfaces in all kinds of products [20].

Many generative AI products also have built-in feedback mechanisms, which can be used to rate responses or warn of toxic or copyright-infringing results. These are also likely fed into models for improvement and may be supplied to subcontractors so they may identify better responses. Companies also learn about certain issues, and what matters to users, through monitoring social media posts about users’ prompting accomplishments and controversial failures. For example, when users complained about the laziness of ChatGPT, they promptly got a response [90]. Similar fixes were introduced after complaints were made regarding the generation of copyright-infringing content. This kind of system poses a challenge for marginalized voices, which may not be perceived as sufficiently important, powerful, or possessing enough reach to justify adaptations. It may also be the case that generated content available online is also identified to learn about preferences. It may also concerningly be used to remove frequent critiques highlighting important issues of tech company products. Technology journalists also write extensively about their and users’ experiences with these products [111], and their writings are likely closely monitored by companies. All these unpaid inputs provide technology companies with information concerning how to improve the experience and usability of their products.

Internet content is also used in benchmark datasets for model training, testing, and fine-tuning [108]. Content creators and providers, therefore, are often unknowingly enrolled in the testing infrastructures of generative AI products. For example, benchmark datasets for cross-lingual summarization draw on content produced by Wikipedia volunteers and Global Voices translators [79, 101, 141]. Due to big technology companies’ lack of transparency, it is unclear whether or how this particular datasets are used. Nevertheless, the drive to include all kinds of available online content into valuable data makes inclusion very likely. The new content produced and disseminated by creators, as it fuels generative AI, also enables all kinds of downstream uses that original creators may disagree with, such as problematic surveillance and classification uses [61].

4 RETHINKING TESTING PRACTICES AND INFRASTRUCTURES

The idea of general-purpose AI comes with a drive to measure, and to turn practices into quantifiable tasks. This goal can never fully be achieved thus (testing) performances are enacted to stabilize certain (limited) notions of universality. The perceived brittleness of generative AI results from the interplay of, assumed capabilities — due to surprisingly successful prompts, and big promises of generality and intelligence — and the surprise when other prompts fail. As these systems are trained on ever greater amounts of internet data and interactions, it may be possible for them to produce better outputs and more successful user experiences in many situations. This could be fueled by memorization while not addressing the issue of the long tail. Indeed, as certain less common errors become rarer, they may become harder to detect, and thus less expected, potentially increasing their negative impact. The current general-purpose paradigm is resource-intensive and slow for many tasks [87] compared to specialized, native implementations and will likely continue to surface also nefarious and dual-use capabilities. It may not be possible at this time to significantly change these current trends, but ongoing litigation may still influence it’s direction, e.g., copyright lawsuits may create a situation more favorable to creators. It will be also essential to improve knowledge making and communication about these systems, which is why a move away from a focus on a few metrics toward a critical and reflexive testing paradigm is needed.

Such a testing paradigm should foster justice-oriented, independent testing, with the goal of developing sensibilities and infrastructures to include marginalized perspectives [64], as, for instance, illustrated in the literature on participatory evaluation [21, 128, 129]. It also entails comparing systems also via qualitative assessments, for instance, through extensive reports [51] or ethnographic user studies [5, 80, 123, 124]. This also requires the creation of interdisciplinary teams, translational work across academic boundaries, and working against disciplinary hierarchies to welcome insights from fields such as STS [58, 125] and HCI [83] in ML. Such critical testing should also prioritize labor concerns across supply chains and aim to develop sensibilities and guiding lenses that acknowledge inequalities, and necessary assumptions. Since more independent, critical testing is resource-intensive and requires infrastructure and access, it may be against established interests and therefore its implementation will require public pressure, changes to incentive
structures, and decisive oversight. In the remainder of this section, I will discuss suggestions for more critical, reflexive, and humble testing.

4.1 Reflexive Communication of Tests
The opacity, scale, and fluidity of generative AI products poses difficulties for claiming reliable capabilities. As higher metrics make testing results appear more certain, and therefore often more difficult to challenge [49], it is important to point to how tests and metrics always enact a partial perspective. Tests need to be handled with care in public communication [76], which requires that meaningful descriptions of results need to be constructed for different audiences. These should include possible conflicts of interest in test construction, epistemic values and assumptions [17], marginalized and critical perspectives that may have been sidelined, and possible and current harms and uncertainties that result from the system and the test. Finally, the supply chains of both the system and test need to be communicated, entailing transparency regarding human labor and possible exploitation, documentation of data and modeling decisions, training and testing data, and information on task and metric construction. The current practice to simply claim capabilities based on often contested benchmarks should be abandoned.

It is important also to rethink current conventions around naming and descriptions in the field. For example, naming a metric “accuracy” can be problematic, since this naturalizes a problem-framing via the presentation of a single, oversimplified number that supposedly captures multifaceted capabilities and limitations. Instead, following the principle of epistemic humility [27, 73], metrics that measure agreement between the results of an algorithmic system and selected test data could be renamed “test correlation” or “test agreement” in public communication to curb expectations. Overstating via sensationalist naming is a systemic problem in industry and academia. Scholars have challenged terms routinely used in the field to ascribe human-like capabilities to algorithmic systems, can also aid researchers in judging the functioning of an algorithmic system. The analysis shows, too, how things could be different. This kind of analysis constructs deep, situated, and critical causal relations, employing a perspective that questions established assumptions and power structures.

Another related question is: how can correlations that enable high performance metrics be interpreted or constructed differently, such as by grounding analysis in prior, domain-specific literature? ML and generative AI focus on correlation instead of causation, due to the current contested, data-driven paradigm. However, controversies have motivated research into interpretability, seeking to uncover correlational and causal relations based on different needs and priorities [114]. The technological solutionism [85, 97, 119] embedded in the field has motivated the development of new tools — ones that aid in the analysis of such relations — but these cannot replace human judgment. Moving beyond mostly quantitative approaches, such relations can also be uncovered and classified by theorizing, based on information regarding the algorithms, data, and how they are situated. It requires effort to collect and archive such information, which is currently devalued in ML since this analysis does not yield a new algorithm or model, but a new qualitative interpretation instead. Documenting expected causal relations in publications, and other contextual information relevant to understanding algorithmic systems, can also aid researchers in judging the quality of claims made by, and about, these systems [50, 78]. This kind of correlation documentation can also aid in deciding which relations are spurious and problematic, by interpreting and grounding them in empirical studies and pre-existing, domain-specific literature. For example, climate science illustrates how combining
evidence from multiple research efforts, perspectives, simulations, theories, measurements, and experiments can produce very strong and trustworthy facts [44].

The qualitative analysis of metrics should also ask: what do they make visible and invisible? The sensibilities that situational analysis [33] provide are useful, as they encourage a search for absences — using maps that can be constructed to encompass an algorithmic system, its supply chain, testing practices, and how these are embedded in different situations. Another important question is: what performance is “good enough” in what context, and for whom? Generative AI applications and other algorithmic systems are not meant to be completely error-free, but instead built to be “good enough” following an engineering logic [7, 37, 107]. Because these systems and models impact people, decisions about acceptable “working” levels of harm and error are not simply technical matters [130]. Indeed, since modeling and testing are contingent and require human judgment, decisions concerning acceptable levels of performance should also form part of evaluation and interpretation efforts. Investigating what is considered acceptable requires engaging with experts, decision-makers, and affected people. However, simply focusing on thresholds is not enough, as model development and evaluation usually involves multiple, judgement-related steps that also highlight a need for democratic deliberation.

Another central question is: from what partial perspective is an algorithmic system considered performant? That is, what standards are used to evaluate an algorithm? For example, according to available test datasets at the time, facial recognition systems were claimed to be highly accurate. However, the reported metrics were only an indicator of the degree to which the system was consistent with the worldview embedded in the test data. Critical researchers [24] pointed out that dark-skinned people were underrepresented in these datasets, and thereby revealed how the facial recognition systems only appeared accurate according to a standard traceable to white ignorance [96, 132]. In a policing context, facial recognition systems used for identification could also be understood as inherently inaccurate. They are surveillance technologies that enable very narrow ways of seeing the world, focused on producing lists of potential suspects, reproducing logics of criminalization [9] while not providing a deeper understanding of humans and their circumstances or making alternative, structural measures visible, such as social support [48]. This kind of investigation reveals the politics behind a framing that appears at first glance merely technological and instead shows how a ban in this context can be considered appropriate. Critical testing should involve questioning also naturalized standards, especially when they may involve harm. This entails also questioning generative AI’s capabilities or the technology altogether. Furthermore, it means also pushing back against restrictive dichotomies in testing, such as the so-called fairness-accuracy trade-off well-known in the FAccT community [4, 57], which poses that increasing fairness decreases accuracy, but can be also understood as a discursive negotiation over standards and whose perspectives matter. Engaging such situations with a participatory approach [129] is beneficial as marginalized evaluation standards may need to be purposefully co-created. As generative AI products proliferate and become multi-modal, they may be also released with facial recognition capabilities. Due to privacy concerns, ChatGPT is currently configured to only identify public figures, and does not assess faces’ gender or emotional states [67]. It is unclear how well this guardrails work and whether OpenAI and others will change their stance. Established critical scholarship on algorithmic systems remains highly relevant, also as their capabilities may be integrated into generative AI products.

### 4.3 User-Agency and Interactivity

Problematic ascriptions of certainty to singular results of algorithmic systems have resulted in calls for reopening their multiplicity and interpretative flexibility [7, 32]. This requires shifting agency to marginalized and affected people, and away from the powerful organizations that control these systems. Interactivity promises to shift agency by privileging options and making alternatives visible. Thus, fields such as HCI have been exploring different ways that interactivity can be added to automated systems for a long time [6, 68, 91]. There may be a trend towards more interactivity and user-agency, because various controversies have pointed out shortcomings of algorithmic systems that provide singular, seemingly optimal, results, or, responses in the case of generative AI chatbots. For example, instead of providing one translation calculated to be the most likely, contemporary translation services increasingly provide multiple translations when confronted with ambiguous, contested, or sensitive content [117]. Another example is the replacement of Twitter’s fully automated cropping algorithm [16] with an interactive interface that allows users to manually crop images as needed [29]. The change was made after users critiqued the algorithm for reproducing sexist and racist stereotypes [31]. Twitter’s algorithmic system was repaired by enabling users to do the cropping appropriately, according to their own contexts and needs, and as soon as algorithmic failures became visible. This also partially shifted the responsibility of making the system “work” onto Twitter’s users. Similarly, DALL-E, an image generator, externalizes judgment of results to it’s users, who tweak parameters, select results that look interesting among many subpar choices, and circulate them, creating publicity for the system. Any failures, meanwhile, like bad queries and unbecoming results, are often individualized and not made public, as tweaking is expected to be the responsibility of users.

The so-called “AI winters” in recent decades have corresponded with increased attention and funding for HCI research, and vice versa [62]. I understand this back and forth between an interaction/HCI and optimization/AI paradigm as an instantiation of the structure-agency dialectic in computing. On the one hand, automation, inference, and optimization introduce standards and calculated presumptions, which may enable certain practices and perspectives while restricting others [130]. In contrast, more user-control, interactivity, and humility can support agency, enabling more people to co-shape results according to their needs by reducing certain default settings. This may introduce friction, as fewer actions are made automatically by algorithmic systems. This relation is dialectical, which means the degree to which agencies and structures are present is negotiated until algorithmic systems are stabilized as infrastructure [113].

Algorithmic systems can be made more interactive, for example, by providing more people with options to change parameters and other inputs to adapt results according to contextual needs.
Various generative AI products allow users to generate different responses from the same prompt via chat interfaces. The products also suggest different prompts that may aid in reaching more desirable results, and, by providing these options, also introduce some potentially helpful structure to prompt selection, given the endless possibilities available. Such designs can enable the exploration of different scenarios and results, thereby turning generative AI systems that otherwise may close down debates and reflexivity — by providing seemingly optimal and certain results — into tools with more humility that provide a range of alternatives. Another example is climate modeling, which illustrates how simulation can make predictive reasoning about the future more emancipatory as it foregrounds human agency — an agency that can produce many different futures instead of merely following established path dependencies and power structures. The current optimization paradigm in computer science only provides insights into a view of the world calculated to be the “most likely,” according to a limited perspective embedded in data and modeling decisions. Such insights can be valuable, but other, more desirable, shared worldviews that may require more work to achieve are also possible. Such deliberations should be settled through democratic processes instead of the current approach, which frames these matters either as merely technical decisions for engineers or as something to be settled by markets and powerful companies.

The aim of this section is not to principally argue against algorithmic systems that provide singular, optimized results with certainty. Depending on what possibilities they enable or foreclose, how they engage with power structures, and how they are specialized for, and embedded within, contexts that include input from those potentially affected or relevant experts, they can be preferable. Although interactivity can increase the agency of marginalized people in meaningful ways, interfaces also always encompass scripts and structures that co-shape what kinds of interactions are possible, encouraged, or made seamless [3, 91]. For example, simulations provide parameters that can be adjusted to realize different scenarios, but available options are still based on assumptions and circumstances that determine what is made visible. Also, generative AI applications that allow a great variety of inputs are dependent upon lots of hidden organizational decisions and parameters. Agency is also co-determined by how the outputs and systems are presented or made available within a societal context. For example, generative AI chat products like ChatGPT are presented as rational and intelligent. Their tone and responses are purposefully designed to create the appearance of a convincing, human-like intelligence, thereby making it difficult to see how the products embed values and could be different.

It is important that interactive systems highlight their multiplicity and practice humility through design, and important, too, for critical scholars to call out those who only use interactivity to create an illusion of agency and control whilst stabilizing exploitative structures. The testing of generative AI products should also aim to account for this, with human agency to be further explored beyond focusing merely on simplified metrics, such as task productivity in user testing. Lastly, by increasing the interactivity of algorithmic systems, and giving people more agency, some responsibility is also transferred from technology providers to people. This can also be a problematic tactic to individualize harms and other risks. For example, reporting systems in generative AI products shift the responsibility for removing problematic content onto people. Instead, the company that profits from the platform should be seeking to remove such content proactively. People may not have the time, means, or power to interrogate the systems they are engaging with. Ultimately, such systems need to be designed and maintained in ways that disrupt the unequal and discriminatory status quo, and in ways that make justice-oriented perspectives the seamless default [1, 13, 38]. Interactivity by itself is not a fix.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper unpacked testing infrastructures for generative AI, and suggested improvements for testing more generally. It is not simply a call for more testing, as this would not change the underlying testing culture that prioritizes business interests. Such a call may, in the end, only produce a bigger sea of seemingly conflicting test results, where powerful companies’ claims stand against those of critical researchers while companies perpetually suggest improvement is on the horizon. Although the institutionalization of testing is moving forward, it is often captured by technocrats while the matter of testing is political. This undermines the emancipatory promise of testing — to provide understanding and uncover the harms caused by these systems that are often neglected by big tech companies. As this rise in testing unfolds, it will be important that policy makers ensure support and funding for critical, independent testing, like external auditing [121], and not simply establish a universal standard likely capture by corporate interests [60]. Testing depends on perspective and is political. There is a risk that external testing just becomes more unpaid labor, absorbed into company testing infrastructures that move quickly to fix and/or cover up controversial discoveries without addressing underlying deeper, structural challenges. Thus, critical testing should also seek to produce lasting critiques that point to value conflicts and question naturalized standards with the goal of repoliticizing the discourse around technologies like generative AI that affect many people potentially in detrimental ways. Critical testing should also be able to question intended behaviors that produce harm, interrogate uses or development, and consider inequality and power in analysis. It is also important to communicate, and debate the limits of testing, which can never anticipate all harms that may occur. The current incentive structures make it difficult to conduct critical research and communicate with humility, and the ecosystem surrounding ML must support this kind of work more actively. A culture change is needed in ML, which entails building different testing infrastructures that prioritize minoritized perspectives and needs. Policy makers must intervene and create support structures for critical and reflexive research, because, left to itself, the market will likely only further entrench inequalities and path-dependencies. Industry should start by ensuring that data workers receive decent wages, and the broader community should value their essential work.
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